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“If you can dream it, you can do” is a famous line by the world iconic entrepreneur Walt Disney who used the power of imagination to create a business empire. Due to much scientific innovation, scientist make a discovery that will make robots that can perform surgeries.

‘When we think of the big sources of air pollution in the U.S., our imagination usually turns who was not involved in this study. “But it turns out that agriculture is also a major

Air pollution from animal-based food production is linked to 12,700 deaths each year, study says

XPrize CEO Anousheh Ansari on how she turned her dream of going into space into a reality, partnering with Elon Musk and more.

XPrize CEO on being the first self-funded woman to go to space: people ‘underestimated my persistence’

CLEARWATER, Fla., May 3, 2021 /PRNewswire-PRWeb/ -- Exploring far-away lands and constructing exciting new worlds requires only one thing: a powerful imagination. In her new book, “The Polar Bear a young boy’s imagination serves as his passport for arctic adventures and other frosty fun in ‘the polar bear in the closet’


‘like godzilla, but actually real’: study shows t- rex numbered 2.5 billion

Justin Ragsdale, Vice President of Business Development Alongside this new module, as one of the Adobe Summit Conference sponsors, Imagination Media will present its case study, which will

imagination media will present new magento solutions for

Contactless shopping and pick-up at adobe summit

a strikingly original examination of Coleridge’s imagination at work in the privacy of his notebooks; and an intriguing study of the neglected imagination of Mrs Coleridge. The volume opens and closes

Coleridge’s imagination

The new PYMNTS Cryptocurrency Payments Report surveys a census-balanced panel of over 8,000 U.S. consumers on crypto wants and wishes.

PYMNTS Bitpay study: how consumers want to use crypto to shop and pay in 2021 and after

ARCHAEOLOGISTS and anthropologists heavily rely on arts and artefacts to fill in the blanks in their study of man’s way of life. Arts express the strength of human imagination and provide the

Examining arts as a unifying element [opinion]

As in that book, The Premonition renders the crisis of the moment as a long-gestating case study in the misallocation of policy imagination. In this case, the challenge of the pandemic summons a

The pandemic planners were ready, no one listened.

To achieve his dreams of moving overseas to Mexico to study marine biology in college Kiyohara), a disabled girl who lives alone with her grandmother and her vivid imagination through books. Story

Josee: The Tiger and the Fish: a visually and emotionally captivating adventure

While the therapy has “caught the imagination of laypeople as well as according to a 2014 study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association Otolaryngology.